Irish Setter Club of America, Inc.

Annual Awards for Member Competition 2015

Through the generosity of the members and friends listed herein, the Irish Setter Club of America, Inc. offers its Annual Special Awards for wins at shows held from January 1, 2015 through December 31, 2015. Members claiming awards must be in good standing continuously through the time when the award was earned and through the time it is presented. Trophies will be awarded automatically to the breeders of dogs winning the Best of Breed, Best Dog, Best Bitch, Best Sire, and Best Matron trophies, providing they are members in good standing. All offerings are made with the understanding that the findings of the Annual Awards Committee shall be final.

In judging the merits of the claims, only awards made at licensed AKC shows, obedience trials, rally trials, tracking trials, agility trials, field trials and hunting tests will be considered. Claims must be based on dog show records as published in the AKC Awards, which will be considered the official record.

Claims submitted by members joining the Club during the course of the year will be credited only with wins made while members. Where ownership of a dog is transferred during the course of the year, either owner, if a member in good standing, may claim trophies for wins made while the dog was shown under his or her ownership only. In case of co-ownership, all owners and co-owners must be members in good standing during 2015 and 2016.

IMPORTANT: If membership is not renewed by January 31 of the current year, the member(s) are not eligible for awards for the previous year nor will wins be counted for the current year until membership is renewed, and further it is the responsibility of the member to verify his/her status of membership by contacting the membership chairman, Dave Schafer at dschafer8@gmail.com.

Class wins and points acquired after obtaining championship status may not be claimed. In the case of ties in claims for awards based on the number of wins or number of points acquired, the award will be made to the winner who defeated the greater number of dogs.

To be eligible, a separate application form for each award and medallion must be sent to the awards verification person and postmarked no later than February 28, 2016 on forms (or copies or online) published in the ISCA publication, Memo to Members. Forms are also posted on the club website at www.irishsetterclub.org. A link to an online application, for awards and medallions, will be in a future Memo and Flea Byte.

There are three separate forms: the medallion application, an application for conformation events and an application for field/companion events.
The Club’s Special Bronze Medallion may be claimed by any member whose dog completes any of the following AKC recognized Championship (prefix) titles (titles displayed before the dog's name): AFC, CH, CT, DC, FC, GAFC, GCH, GDSC, GFC, MACH, NAC, NAFC, NAGDC, NFC, NGDC, NOC, NOGDC, OTCH, PACH, PNAC, RNC, TC, VCCH

Or any of the following AKC recognized Companion and Performance (suffix) titles (titles displayed after the dog's name): AJP, AX, AXJ, AXP, BN, CA, CAA, CAX, CD, CDX, CGC, CGCA, FTC, FTCP, GN, GO, JH, JHA, MFB, MFC, MFG, MFP, MFPB, MFPC, MFPG, MFPS, MFS, MH, MHA, MB, MJB, MJC, MJG, MJM, MJPB, MJPC, MJPG, MJPS, MJS, MNH, MX, MXB, MXC, MXF, MXG, MXJ, MXP, MXPB, MXPC, MXPG, MXPS, MXS, NA, NAJ, NAP, NF, NFP, NJP, OA, OAJ, OAP, OF, OFP, OGM, OJP, OM, PAX, PCD, PCDX, PUTD, RA, RAE, RE, RN, SH, SHA, T2B, T2BP, TD, TDU, TDX, ThD, ThDA, ThDD, ThDN, THDX, TQX, TQXP, UD, UDX, VCD1, VCD2, VCD3, VCD4, VER, VST, XF, XFP. (Descriptions and requirements for these titles may be found at www.akc.org.)

Medallions must be applied for and although recognition will be given for all titles and championships, only one medallion will be awarded per dog, per lifetime. Titles and championships must be completed during the award year, and all owner(s)/co-owner(s) of the dog must have been members of ISCA in 2015 and 2016.

For dogs who have received their one medallion, per dog, per lifetime, and who have subsequently completed additional titles(s) in 2015, their owners may purchase an additional medallion by completing the application and including a check in the amount of $30 payable to ISCA and mailing it to the awards chairman by February 28, 2016.

Pick-up or Shipping of Medallions and Awards: Awards and medallions will be available for pick-up at the Annual Awards Dinner at the National each year. If you cannot pick up the medallion/award yourself, please arrange to have your award/medallion picked up by a friend. Those not picked up can be shipped after the National, however, a shipping charge will apply. Medallion winners will be charged $5 per medallion, and award winners will be charged $12 per award to cover shipping and insurance.
Obedience Awards

For the following awards, only the first three qualifying scores count. The award year is the year in which the third leg is earned.

Beginner Novice (BN) Award
For the member whose Irish Setter achieves the highest total score completing a BN title. Mary Lamphier offers a trophy.

Beginner Novice (BN) Award – Fyrethorn Trophy
For the member whose Champion Irish Setter, who has no CD, and is handled by its owner, achieves the highest total score. In the case of a tie, the older dog to win. Charlie & Fran Sloughfy offer the Fyrethorn Trophy in honor of CH Fyrethorn Straight Flush BN RN CGC ROM, “Celine.”.

Novice A Companion Dog (CD) Award - Cassi Girl Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter achieves the highest total score completing a CD title solely from the Novice A class. Shea Swanson offers the Cassi Girl Trophy in memory of Vermillion’s Sentimental Journey, “Cassi.”

Novice B Companion Dog (CD) Award - Pinky Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter achieves the highest total score completing a CD title solely from the Novice B class. Karen Goldberg offers the Pinky Trophy in honor of CH Nirvana’s Dare to Dream CDX AX AXJ, “Pinky.”

Graduate Novice/Graduate Open (GN/GO) Award
For the member whose Champion Irish Setter, handled by its owner, achieves the highest total score completing either a GN or a GO title.

Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) Award - Wolfscroft Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter achieves the highest total score completing a CDX title. Danice Casper, Ph.D. offers the Wolfscroft Trophy in memory of Dr. Wolfgang Casper.

Utility Dog (UD) Award
For the member whose Irish Setter achieves the highest total score completing a UD title. Nina Johnson offers a trophy.

For the following awards, only qualifying scores earned during the award year may be counted.

Utility Dog Excellent (UDX) Award - Token Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter earns the most legs, 1 through 10, only the first 10 qualifying legs to count, toward its UDX title during the award year. Total combined score for legs claimed will be used to determine the winner in case of a tie. Legs toward multiple UDX titles do not count. Kay & Bill Bedeau offer the Token Trophy in memory
First Placements at All-Breed Trials Award - Glencho Ruddy Oogh Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter wins the greatest number of first placements in Novice, Open or Utility classes at all-breed trials. The ISCA offers a trophy in memory of Emily Schweitzer.

Greatest Total Score, First to Fourth Place Award – Smitten Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter accumulates the greatest total score in placing first to fourth in obedience trials. Tristan Wilson offers the Smitten Trophy in honor of Sunrunner’s Harlequin Romance CD BN RN JH VC CGC, “Smitten.”

High Combined Award
For the member whose Irish Setter wins the highest combined score in Open and Utility at one trial. Patti Normandin offers a trophy in memory of U-CDX Token's Into The Woods UD RTD CGC.

Specialty Shows Award
For the member whose Irish Setter wins one or more first placements at the greatest number of independent Specialty Shows.

Highest Scoring Champion Award - Grainuaile Trophy

Obedience Title, Points Toward Championship Award - Ireland's Irish Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter completes an obedience title during the year (CD, CDX, UD or UDX) and accumulates at least two points towards a breed championship. In case of a tie, the number of dogs defeated in the breed ring will be used to determine the winner. Sandy Jones offers the Ireland's Irish Trophy in memory of Nonda Jones.

OTCH Points Award
For the member whose Irish Setter earns the greatest number of OTCH points during the award year. In case of a tie, the winner to be determined by the total of the three highest scores in Open B or Utility B, or a combination of both.

Rally Awards
For the following awards, only the first three qualifying scores count. The award year is the year in which the third qualifying score is earned. Ties to be broken by the greatest number of dogs defeated.
Rally Novice (RN) Award
For the member whose Irish Setter achieves the highest total score in completing the RN title. Valerie Mahoney offers a trophy in memory of Rendition Love Me Do CD RN CGC.

Rally Advanced (RA) Award - Dublin Meadows Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter achieves the highest total score in completing the RA title. Pat Boldt offers the Dublin Meadows Trophy in honor of Am Int CH Arista’s Royal Moment CD RE CGC.

Rally Excellent (RE) Award
For the member whose Irish Setter achieves the highest total score in completing the RE title.

For the following award, only the first ten qualifying scores count. The award year is the year in which the tenth qualifying score is earned.

Rally Advanced Excellent (RAE) Award
For the member whose Irish Setter achieves the highest total score in completing the RAE title. Scores toward multiple RAE titles do not count. Phil & Deanna Cuchiaro offer a trophy in memory of Cuchiaro’s Rescued Lucky Sham CGC and Therapy Dog, “Rocky.”

Agility Awards

Please Note: **Do not round off seconds** under standard course time on application

For the following awards, only the first three qualifying scores count. The award year is the year in which the third qualifying score is earned. Ties to be broken by greatest number of seconds **under** standard course time on all qualifying scores.

Novice Standard Agility (NA) Award
For the member whose Irish Setter achieves the highest total score in completing the NA title.

Novice Agility Jumpers (NAJ) Award
For the member whose Irish Setter achieves the highest total score in completing the NAJ title.

Novice Standard Agility Preferred (NAP) Award - Sunrunner Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter achieves the highest total score in completing the NAP title. Jeanine Wilson offers the Sunrunner Trophy in honor of Am Int CH Milesian Forbidden Love NAP NJP SD TT CGC ROM, “Ava.”

Open Agility (OA) Award
For the member whose Irish Setter achieves the highest total score in completing the OA title.
Open Agility Jumpers (OAJ) Award - Redcoat Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter achieves the highest total score in completing the OAJ title. Jane Guidinger offers the Redcoat Trophy in memory of CH Soraj Chances Are CD RAE AX AXJ THD.

Agility Excellent (AX) Award
For the member whose Irish Setter achieves the highest total score in completing the AX title. Cathy Dever offers a trophy in memory of Arista’s Grand Irish Crème CD JH MX MXJ AXP AJP VC.

Agility Excellent Jumpers (AXJ) Award
For the member whose Irish Setter achieves the highest total score in completing the AXJ title. Andy Middleton offers a trophy.

For the following two awards (MX and MXJ), only the first ten qualifying scores count. The award year is the year in which the tenth qualifying score is earned. Winner to be determined by greatest number of seconds under standard course time on all qualifying scores.

Master Agility Excellent (MX) Award - Heartsong Agile Irish Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter completes the MX title with the greatest number of seconds under standard course time. Sue Mertens offers the Heartsong Agile Irish Trophy in memory of CH Rapture’s Ring of Fire UD JH MX MXJ VC FM.

Master Agility Excellent Jumpers (MXJ) Award – O’Neill Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter completes the MXJ title with the greatest number of seconds under standard course time. Karen Goldberg offers the O’Neill Trophy in honor of CH Nirvana’s Stairway To Heaven, “O’Neill.”

Triple Q Excellent (TQX) Award – Jazzi Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter achieves the highest total score in completing the TQX title, Terri and James Turner offer the Jazzi Trophy in honor of MACH11 PACH Lakeffect’s Jazmin Unleashed MXG4 MJC4 MXP5 MXPS MJPS PAX FTC1 MFC TQX T2B3 T2BP, “Jazzi.”

Fast Century (FTC1) Award – Jazzi Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter completes the FTC1 Title, which requires the MXF title plus 100 additional Master Fast class qualifying scores of 60 points or greater, Jim & Terri Turner offer the Jazzi Trophy in honor of MACH11 PACH Lakeffect’s Jazmin Unleashed MXG4 MJC4 MXP5 MXPS MJPS PAX FTC1 MFC TQX T2B3 T2BP, “Jazzi.” There can be multiple winners.

Master Agility Championship (MACH) Award
For the member whose Irish Setter completes its first MACH during the award year. Only those speed points which are earned during the first twenty (20) Double Q’s shall count. In the case of a tie, Kristin Kamholz DVM will award duplicate trophies, in memory of CH MACH2 Classic Bryce Canyon CD RE.
Field Awards

Puppy/Derby Field Trial Award
For the member whose Irish Setter(s) defeat the most dogs by placing first through fourth in AKC field trials, Open and Amateur Walking Puppy and Open and Amateur Walking Derby stakes, with one bonus point for each AKC point earned. Only two points may be earned in each stake. Once a dog has earned two points in an individual stake, they can no longer count dogs defeated in that stake. Kevin & Jeannie Culver offer a trophy in memory of FC AFC Runnymeade’s Karry Court Rocky JH ROM.

Amateur Stakes Award - CH Runwild Fiona Memorial Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter wins the most points in amateur stakes. Marilyn & Fred Putz and Pam Wiegandt offer the CH Runwild Fiona Memorial Trophy in memory of Virginia Hardin.

Field Award – Ken Ruff Memorial Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter defeats the greatest number of dogs in adult stakes. Ties will be broken by the least number of stakes entered. Connie Vanacore, Sam McDonald, Ed Meyer and Jay Zirkle offer the Ken Ruff Memorial Trophy.

Field Trial Winners Award - Red Barn Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter wins the most points (first place, 5 points; second place, 3 points; third place, 2 points; and fourth place, 1 point) by placing in stakes in which six or more dogs compete. Karolynne McAteer offers the Red Barn Trophy in memory of CH Red Barn Runnymeade Harmony JH.

Field and Show Award
for the member whose Irish Setter wins at least two points towards the breed championship and the most points in field trial stakes. Cassie Allen offers a trophy in memory of FC Mythodical’s Uncommon Jade JH ROM.

Field Sire Award - Brophy Trophy
For the member who is the owner of the sire whose get win the greatest number of field championship points. Ken & Linda Ruff offer the Brophy Trophy.

Field Matron Award
For the member who is the owner of the matron whose produce win the greatest number of field championship points. Bill and Kathy Bryan offer the Field Matron Award in honor of Ken and Linda Ruff.

Field Breeder Award
For the member who is the breeder of the Irish Setters (one or more) winning the most championship points in AKC field trials.
Multiple Venue Awards

Best Sire, VCD Title Events Award - Shadyview’s Double Step Trophy
For the member who is the owner of the sire whose get complete the most AKC Versatile Companion Events titles (obedience, tracking and agility) during the award year, minimum of two get required and minimum of two venues required. Ties will be broken based on the highest level title achieved in the year, followed by the largest number of different venues in which titles were earned. (It is understood that only those titles that apply towards any of the VCD titles count.) Megan Spencer offers the Shadyview’s Double Step Trophy.

Best Matron, VCD Title Events Award - Shadyview’s Play It Again Trophy
For the member who is the owner of the matron whose produce complete the most AKC Versatile Companion Events titles (obedience, tracking and agility) during the award year, minimum of two get required and minimum of two venues required. Ties will be broken based on the highest level title achieved in the year, followed by the largest number of different venues in which titles were earned. (It is understood that only those titles that apply towards any of the VCD titles count.) Marty Siegrist offers the Shadyview’s Play It Again Trophy.

The Anne Schilling Memorial Rescue Award
For the Irish Setter who is rescued that achieves the greatest number of titles in the Award year, with the source of rescue documented. The trophy is sponsored by Margie Hohman and the Great Lakes Irish Setter Rescue Club, in memory of Anne Schilling.

Most AKC Titles Award – Charmin Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter earns the most AKC titles during the award year. Ties will be broken by the highest level title achieved in the year. Jim and Cathy Gibbs offer the Charmin Trophy in memory of MACH6 Rusticwood Swing Softly CD RA MXP AJP MXF, “Charmin.”

Most AKC Titles by an Owner Award – Sunrunner Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setters earn the most AKC titles during the award year, minimum of two venues and two dogs earning titles required. Lifetime achievement titles (Bronze, Silver, Gold) and multiple titles (RAE2, OM4) are not counted. In case of a tie: most venues, then most dogs. Should there still be a tie, there will be multiple winners. Jeanine Wilson offers the Sunrunner Trophy in honor of Am Int CH Sunrunner’s Romance CD BN RE JH VC SD TT CGC, “Romance” and CH Sunrunner’s Heartbeat of America CD BN RN TD JH VC CGC, “Shevy”

Master Hunter Award - Bright Star Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter earns a Master Hunter title and also earns either a Champion or Field Champion title Matt & Wendy Czarnecki offer the Bright Star Trophy. Multiple trophies will be awarded.

Conformation and Obedience Championships Award – Chantilly Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter attains both titles: Champion and Obedience Trial Champion, one of which is earned in the award year. Judy Eaton offers the Chantilly Trophy in memory of CH Chantilly Glory Times.
Conformation and Agility Championships Award - Bonnybrook Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter attains both titles: Champion and Master Agility Champion, one of which is earned in the award year. Beverly Wallace offers the Bonnybrook Trophy in memory of Am Can CH MACH Harborlight Promises to Keep CD JH VC EAC EJC OGC, “Allie.”

Obedience and Agility Championships Award (OTCH MACH) – Fyrethorn Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter attains both titles: Obedience Trial Champion and Master Agility Champion, one of which is earned in the award year. Charles & Fran Sloughfy offer the Fyrethorn Trophy.

Field and Obedience Championships Award (FC OTCH)
For the member whose Irish Setter attains both titles: Field Champion and Obedience Trial Champion, one of which is earned in the award year. Marilee Larson offers a trophy.

Dual Championship Award (CH FCH)
For the member(s) whose Irish Setter(s) attain(s) the title of Dual Champion (Champion and Field Champion) during the award year, the Irish Setter Club of Milwaukee offers a trophy in memory of Dale & Irene Walker.

Triple Championship Award
For the member whose Irish Setter attains the title of Triple Champion (Dual Champion and Obedience Trial Champion or Tracking Champion or Master Agility Champion) during the award year.

Junior Showmanship Awards
The ISCA offers a trophy to each Junior qualifying for Westminster, the AKC/Eukanuba National Championship or putting a title on a dog. The Junior must be a member of the ISCA or must have a parent as a member. Additionally, the Junior must have an AKC Junior Handler number. The Junior must apply for this award on an awards application, stating you are applying for the “Junior Showmanship Award”.

Conformation Awards

New Member Award
For the member joining the club during 2015 who has not previously been a member and whose Irish Setter wins the greatest number of first place awards (two or more competing) in the regular classes or as Winners Dog or Winners Bitch. Only one such win per show to count. Lorraine Bisso offers a trophy in memory of CH Hil-Mor’s Duke of Sheelin.

Puppy Dog Award
For the member whose Irish Setter wins the Puppy Dog class the greatest number of times, competition required. Dewey & Jackie Drummond offer a trophy.
Please be sure to include number defeated in the Puppy Dog class on the application when applying for this award.

**Puppy Bitch Award - Marlyn Trophy**
For the member whose Irish Setter wins the Puppy Bitch class the greatest number of times, competition required. Marilyn Title offers the Marlyn Trophy.

Please be sure to include number defeated in the Puppy Bitch class on the application when applying for this award.

**Best Puppy Award - CH Rosette English Tea Tyme Memorial Trophy**
For the member whose Irish Setter wins Best Puppy award the greatest number of times at Specialty shows. Laura Edwards-Johnson offers the CH Rosette English Tea Tyme Memorial Trophy. Documented proof must be included.

**Points from Puppy Class Award – Evergreen Trophy**
For the member whose Irish Setter wins the greatest number of points from the Puppy class by going Winners Dog, Winners Bitch or Best of Winners, at two point or better shows, minimum of 4 points required. Ties to be broken by the greatest number of Irish Setters defeated within the puppy’s own sex. Mary Merlo offers the Evergreen Trophy in memory of Am Can CH Evergreen Smoke N Mirrors JH.

**Winners Award - Kerry-Eire Trophy**
For the member whose Irish Setter wins the greatest number of points from any class other than Open. Ties to be broken by the greatest number defeated. Sue Griffiths offers the Kerry-Eire Trophy.

**Bred-By Exhibitor Dog Award - Castlebar Trophy**
For the member whose Irish Setter wins the Bred-By Exhibitor Dog class the greatest number of times, with three or more competing. Pat Kudla offers the Castlebar Trophy.

**Bred-By Exhibitor Bitch Award – Kinloch Trophy**
For the member whose Irish Setter wins the Bred-By Exhibitor Bitch class the greatest number of times, with three or more competing. Patty & Mike Fanelli offer the Kinloch Trophy.

**Open Dog Award - Ballycroy Trophy**
For the member whose Irish Setter wins the Open Dog class the greatest number of times, with four or more competing. Connie Vanacore offers the Ballycroy Trophy.

Please be sure to include number defeated in the Open Dog class on the application when applying for this award.

**Open Bitch Award – Emerald Isl’s Trophy**
For the member whose Irish Setter wins the Open Bitch class the greatest number of times, with four or more competing. Ken & Debbie Davis offer the Emerald Isl’s Trophy.
Please be sure to include number defeated in the Open Bitch class on the application when applying for this award.

**Reserve Winners Dog Award - Saltaire Trophy**
For the member whose Irish Setter wins Reserve Winners Dog the greatest number of times, at two point or better shows. Dick & Lynn Caragol offer the Saltaire Trophy.

**Reserve Winners Bitch Award - Roclyn Trophy**
For the member whose Irish Setter wins Reserve Winners Bitch the greatest number of times, at two point or better shows. Cindy Stanford offers the Roclyn Trophy.

**Winners Dog Award – Lucky Morn Trophy**
For the member whose Irish Setter wins the greatest number of points as Winners Dog at two point or better shows (BOW does not count). Jan Ziech offers the Lucky Morn Trophy in Memory of "Chevy" – Am.Can. CH Tealwood Special Edition CGC TDI

**Winners Bitch Award - Shangrila Trophy**
For the member whose Irish Setter wins the greatest number of points as Winners Bitch at two point or better shows (BOW does not count). In memory of Bill and Lynn Mehring & CH Shangrila Moon Shadow.

**Best of Winners Award - Dunbrook Trophy**
For the member whose Irish Setter defeats the greatest number of Irish Setters by going Best of Winners, minimum of three wins. Jay & Kellie Zirkle offer the Dunbrook Trophy.

**Veteran Dog Award - Dreamtime Trophy**
For the member whose Irish Setter wins the Veteran Dog class the greatest number of times, competition required and a minimum of two wins required. Ties to be broken by the greater number of Irish Setters defeated. Sandy Jones offers the Dreamtime Trophy.

**Veteran Bitch Award - Windntide Trophy**
For the member whose Irish Setter wins the Veteran Bitch class the greatest number of times, competition required and a minimum of two wins required. In the case of a tie, the older bitch to receive the trophy. Pat & Carol McGarry offer the Windntide Trophy.

**Breeder/Owner Award, Most Points - Ramblin’ Red Trophy**
For the member who is the breeder/owner winning the greatest number of points with one or more Irish Setters bred by the owner at two point or better shows. Anne Marie, Randy & Peter Kubacz offer the Ramblin’ Red Trophy.

**Breeder/Owner Award, Most Defeated - Blueprint Trophy**
For the member who is the breeder/owner of the Irish Setter defeating the greatest number of Irish Setters by going Winners Dog, Winners Bitch or Best of Winners at three point or better shows. Cynthia Orr offers the Blueprint Trophy.
Litter Breeder Award - Fyrethorn Trophy
For the member who is the breeder of the litter whose members win the most championship points, minimum of two in the same litter required. Charles & Fran Sloughly offer the Fyrethorn Trophy.

*Please provide a list of the registered names of the members of the litter and how many points each won.*

Best Sire of Litter Award - Herihunda Trophy
For the member who is the owner of the sire whose get from one litter win the most championship points, minimum of two in the same litter required. Wayne & Maggie Ford offer the Herihunda Trophy.

*Please provide a list of the registered names of the members of the litter and how many points each won.*

Breeders Award - Kerrybrook Trophy
For the member who is the breeder of the Irish Setters (one or more) winning the most championship points as Winners Dog, Winners Bitch or Best of Winners at three point or better shows. Bill & Cathy Deily offer the Kerrybrook Trophy.

Best Sire Award - Dunholm Trophy
For the member who is the owner of the sire whose get win the greatest number of championship points. Anne Bolus offers the Dunholm Trophy.

*Please provide a list of the registered names of the get and how many points each won.*

Breeder-Best Sire Award – Chappell Trophy
For the member who is the breeder of the sire whose get win the greatest number of championship points. Melinda Higby offers the Chappell Trophy.

*This trophy will be awarded automatically, providing the breeder is a member in good standing. No application is necessary.*

Best Matron Award - Rendition’s CH Michael’s Patti O’Shea Trophy
For the member who is the owner of the matron whose produce win the greatest number of championship points. Pat Haigler offers the Rendition’s CH Michael’s Patti O’Shea Trophy.

*Please provide a list of the registered names of the produce and how many points each won.*

Breeder-Best Matron Award - Whiskey Hills Trophy
For the member who is the breeder of the matron whose produce win the greatest number of championship points. Bill Allen offers the Whiskey Hills Trophy in memory of Dilly.

*This trophy will be awarded automatically, providing the breeder is a member in good standing. No application is necessary.*
**Best of Opposite Sex Award**
For the member whose Irish Setter wins the most Best of Opposite Sex awards, at two point or better shows. Sam H. McDonald offers a trophy in memory of CH Powderhorn’s Call to Glory.

**Best Dog Award – Morrigan Trophy**
For the member whose Irish Setter dog defeats the greatest number of dogs by going Winners Dog, Best of Opposite Sex, or Best of Breed. Bob & Marge McKay offer the Morrigan Trophy.

**Breeder-Best Dog Award - Estrella Trophy**
For the member who is the breeder of the dog defeating the greatest number of dogs by going Winners Dog, Best of Opposite Sex, or Best of Breed. Jeanette Holmes offers the Estrella Trophy in memory of CH Estrella Sand ‘n’ Sable ROM.

*This trophy will be awarded automatically, providing the breeder is a member in good standing. No application is necessary.*

**Best Bitch Award - CH Tirvelda Nutbrown Sherry Memorial Trophy**
For the member whose Irish Setter bitch defeats the greatest number of bitches by going Winners Bitch, Best of Opposite Sex, or Best of Breed. Ann Mateer offers the CH Tirvelda Nutbrown Sherry Memorial Trophy.

**Breeder-Best Bitch Award - Shawnee Trophy**
For the member who is the breeder of the bitch defeating the greatest number of bitches by going Winners Bitch, Best of Opposite Sex, or Best of Breed, Shirley Farrington offers the Shawnee Trophy in loving memory of Richard Farrington.

*This trophy will be awarded automatically, providing the breeder is a member in good standing. No application is necessary.*

**Best of Breed Award - Gentree Trophy**
For the member whose Irish Setter wins the greatest number of Best of Breeds at two point or better shows. Sandie Baron & Heidi Baron Bennett offer the Gentree Trophy in memory of Mr.& Mrs. Bernard Baron.

**Breeder-Best of Breed Award - Wolfscroft Trophy**
For the member who is the breeder of the Irish Setter who wins the greatest number of Best of Breeds at two point or better shows. Danice Casper, Ph.D. offers the Wolfscroft Trophy in memory of Dr. Wolfgang Casper.

*This trophy will be awarded automatically, providing the breeder is a member in good standing. No application is necessary.*
Breeder/Owner, Best of Breed Award - Erinmhor Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter, bred by the owner, wins the greatest number of Best of Breeds at two point or better shows. Barbara Bernhardt offers the Erinmhor Trophy.

Best of Breed from the classes, at a Specialty - The Windwood Serenade Trophy
For the Irish Setter who wins BOB from the classes (either sex may apply) at a Specialty. Pam Seipkes offers a trophy in memory of BISS Am/Can CH Windwood Serenade JH.

Best of Breed Dog, Owner Handled Award
For the member who is the owner of the Dog defeating the greatest number of Irish Setters by going Best of Breed. (The dog must be exhibited by the owner-handler, i.e., exhibitor cannot be a professional handler or judge unless said dog is fully owned, not co-owned, by the professional handler or judge.) Drs. John & Gwen Newman offer a Trophy in honor of CH Courtwood Samaritan CD BN RAE NA NAJ NAP OJP CGC

Best of Breed Bitch, Owner Handled Award – Camelot Trophy
For the member who is the owner of the Bitch defeating the greatest number of Irish Setters by going Best of Breed. (The bitch must be exhibited by the owner-handler, i.e., exhibitor cannot be a professional handler or judge unless said bitch is fully owned, not co-owned, by the professional handler or judge.) Norbert & Nena Dee offer the Camelot Trophy.

Best of Breed, Specialty Shows Award - Kintyre Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter wins the greatest number of Best of Breed awards at Specialty Shows, minimum of two required. Tom & Barbara Johnstone offer the Kintyre Trophy.

Sporting Group, Bred-by Exhibitor Award - Fleetwood Farms Trophy
For the member who is the owner of the Bred-by Exhibitor Irish Setter winning or placing in the Sporting Group the greatest number of times (first place, 4 points; second place, 3 points; third place, 2 points; fourth place, 1 point), minimum of 15 points required. Pat Jesson offers the Fleetwood Farms Trophy in memory of Mr. & Mrs. Hugh Rumbaugh.

Sporting Group Award - Scarlly Trophy
For the member whose Irish Setter wins the Sporting Group the greatest number of times. Penny Nunnally offers the Scarlly Trophy.

Best In Show Award - Rockherin Trophy
For the member who is the owner of the Irish Setter winning the most Best in Show awards, minimum of four required. The Rockherin Trophy in memory of Katherine and Frank Wheatley & CH Rockherin Sheena ROM.

Champion Award
For the member who is the owner of the Irish Setter defeating the greatest number of Irish Setters as Best of Breed. The President of the ISCA offers a trophy.
Golden Leash Award
For the member who is the owner of the Irish Setter which, having no championship points on January 1, 2015, wins the greatest number of points at three point or better shows. For purposes of this award, only major points won while attaining championship title to count. Ties to be broken by the number of Irish Setters defeated within the dog’s own sex, Best of Breeds and Group placements, in that order. The ISCA offers the Golden Leash Award.

E. I. Eldredge Memorial Award
To the person who best exemplifies those attributes most closely associated with Ted Eldredge: good sportsmanship, compassion, kindliness, integrity, courtesy and devotion to the welfare of the breed. ISCA Foundation offers the E. I. Eldredge Memorial Award. The trophy need not be awarded every year and its recipient is not required to be a member of ISCA. A committee of five persons - consisting of the ISCA President, the Foundation Chairman, one member of the ISCA Board, one member of the ISCA Foundation Board and a past recipient - will select the winner. Members in good standing with the ISCA may submit names of candidates by contacting the ISCA President. The committee’s determination shall be final.

These same awards are also offered for competition in 2016. If any new awards are offered during the year, you will be notified via the Memo, and on the ISCA website. www.irishsetterclub.org

Online Application for awards and medallions can be found at will be made online at www.irishsetterclub.org. A notice in a future Memo and via a Flea Byte will be sent.

Send all awards applications to Debbie Davis, postmarked by February 28, 2016:

Debbie Davis
3372 Breezewood Ct
Ortonville, MI  48462

Debbie will make every effort to verify receipt of applications, if an email address is included.

Awards questions?
Contact Debbie Davis, Awards Chairperson: ISCAAwards@gmail.com

IMPORTANT REMINDER:
All owners and co-owners must be members of ISCA during 2015 and 2016.